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Almost everyone has run into a situation where the smallest piece has
broken off of a treasured item. Maybe it was a favorite nic-nac or a
handmade craft project. In Bill G.’s case, it was the eye off of a stuffed toy
turtle. No matter what, we want to get the item fixed and fixed fast before that
tiny piece has somehow disappeared or gets eaten by your pet dog, Rover.
Super Glue Gel Single Use Minis are good for making small repairs and they
are fuss-free to use.

Read full article here...

How to Fix an Aquarium with
Silicone Glue
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On the verge of a fresh business venture, I looked at my new office and
realized it needed something. It needed something to bring a touch of the
ocean in, something tropical, something with fins. Reigniting my past passion
for aquariums, I fished my old tank out of storage and filled it up slowly to
check for leaks. Surprise, we had a winner. Thankfully, the minor vertical leak
in the glass seam would be easy enough to repair with Clear RTV Silicone
Adhesive & Sealant.

Read more here...

Super Cool View from the Pilot’s
Seat in a Mustang RC Plane

This is amazing! So realistic! Check out this Super Cool P-51D Mustang
Remote Control (RC) Plane … You feel like you are in the Pilot’s Seat!

Super Cool P-51D Mustang RC Plane

See the full article here...
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